Provide your suppliers with liquidity
earlier
Reverse Factoring

About us
CRX Markets is Europe’s leading marketplace for working capital ﬁnancing. As a corporate, a variety of
solutions for ﬁnancing your receivables and liabilities are available to optimize your cash ﬂow on both sides
of the balance sheet and to manage it independently.
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What we offer
The CRX Marketplace offers working capital solutions for both sides of your balance sheet:
CRX Marketplace
Receivables Finance
Solutions
Receivables Select

Receivables Portfolio
(Factoring)

Payables Finance
Solutions
Dynamic
Discounting

Reverse
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Why CRX Markets
Transparency

Scalability

Automation

Liquidity

Transparent and
competitive pricing
at signiﬁcantly reduced
ﬁnancing rates

Access to a ﬂexible,
global scalable
technical
infrastructure

Full process automation
through integration
into client‘s
ERP systems

High ﬁnancing security
thanks to over
50 globally active
ﬁnancing partners

Clients who trust us

Marketplace for working capital ﬁnancing

Reverse Factoring on the CRX Marketplace

Reverse Factoring

•

Finance your liabilities through ﬁnancing
partners at attractive conditions

•

Strengthening of the supply chain by
offering early payment of selected
supplier invoices
Cash ﬂow optimization due to new
payment terms

Workﬂow
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Goods and invoices

Approval of invoices; Add-on uploads
invoices automatically and buyer sets limit
and conditions

Buyer
Invoice status
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Realtime information
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Suppliers
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Financing request
Payment instructions
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Early payment of invoices against
receivables (true sale)

Buyer pays
nominal amount
at maturity

Financing
Partners

Financing approach

Multi-Bank

Multi-Investor

•

•

•
•

Direct purchase of single invoices
through banks (true sale)
Participating banks are pre-selected by
the buyer
KYC process is coordinated by CRX
Markets for banks

•
•

Bundling of supplier invoices, securitization (via SPV) and auctioning of single
buyer notes
Maximum liquidity by diversiﬁcation of
funders (banks and institutional investors)
Simpliﬁed KYC process

Marketplace for working capital ﬁnancing

About CRX Markets
CRX Markets is Europe’s leading marketplace for working capital ﬁnancing.
By ﬁnancing receivables and payables, you can optimize your cash ﬂow through our global marketplace.
You can draw on a diversiﬁed liquidity pool across all our products.
Our focus is working capital ﬁnance for mid to large cap businesses operating on a global scale.
Based in Munich, Germany, CRX Markets was founded in 2012. Today, our international team drives the on-going
development of the marketplace and the onboarding of additional clients and investors.

How can we support you?
We look forward to learning more about your needs and requirements and introducing you to our digital marketplace
for working capital ﬁnancing.
Please contact us:
+49 89 255 52 46 80 or sales@crxmarkets.com
CRX Markets AG • Landsberger Str. 93 • 80339 Munich • Germany

